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1. Listado de Perfiles (37)

1

2

3

Title

Abstract

Referencia

LC-EEB-04-2020: Construction research institute is
looking for industrial partners with expertise on
smart windows or adhesive technologies

A Spanish construction research institute is seeking industrial designers and/or manufacturers of smart windows and
industrial developers of construction adhesive technologies to enter into a research cooperation agreement for a H2020
project proposal on industrialisation of building envelope kits for the renovation market.

RDES20191129001

A Spanish Technological Center is preparing a project proposal to be submitted to Fast Track to Innovation call under
Spanish Technological Centre is searching a company
Horizon 2020 programme. This Center is a non-profit organization with the mission of improving the competitiveness of
to participate as end user in a FTI-H2020 project
the regional SMEs and companies. The project will develop an active biodegradable and compostable multilayer film for RDES20191210001
aimed to develop a biodegradable and compostable
snacks packaging. The company seeks a partner, which role will be end-user. This partner will validate de new technology
high barrier multilayer packaging
in a real scenario.
H2020 MSCA: German large company looking for
researcher with expertise in collaborative robotics,
autonomous vehicles, AI

The Germany-based global leader in industrial trucks, related services and supply chain solutions is looking for a
PhD/experienced researcher from outside Germany to develop a joint MSCA IF Society & Enterprise Panel Research
RDDE20191106001
proposal for the call 2020. The joint project to be developed together shall be in one of the following fields: collaborative
robotics, autonomous vehicles, AI (artificial intelligence).

4

An Austrian SME with expertise in AI for healthcare and international R&D expertise is part of an ongoing EUREKA project.
Now they need to replace a partner. The project's aim is to automatize, interpret and standardize electronic health data
Ongoing EUREKA project: Encryption partner needed
to share these encrypted and anonymized health data on a protected platform to enable research and clinical studies. A RDAT20191029001
to establish a health data platform
company of any size is needed to handle encryption, end-to-end protection, anonymisation and pseudonymisation of the
shared health data.

5

EUROSTARS: Spanish company is looking for a
partner specialized in digital video processing,
artificial vision applications and data analysis for the
development of an improved indoor location
technology

A Spanish tech-based company is preparing a Eurostars proposal for the development of a improved indoor location
technology. It is based on a mobile application that offers a catalogue of incremental services of location and guide in
interiors from images and measurements of radiofrequency captured by the user's own mobile. The company is looking
for a partner with expertise in video processing, artificial vision applications and data analysis.

6

Eurostars2/Eureka: Partners sought for developing
cloud-based virtual tradeshow editor

A Korean SME provides business solutions for other SMEs, including IP (intellectual property) asset management and
business development. The company wants to expand its portfolio of services to include a cloud-based virtual tradeshow
RDKR20191015001
editor using the very latest VR technology. The company is looking for partners to carry out joint R&D on virtual 3D
market spaces in a project proposal to be submitted under the Eurostars2 or Eureka Programme.

RDES20191205001

7

A system integrator SME based in North Eastern Italy with sound expertise in telecommunications is looking for an
H2020 ICT: Industrial partner, mobile network
industrial partner, Mobile Network Operator or 5G Radio Access Network (RAN) equipment vendor, to cooperate in the
operator or 5G Radio Access Network equipment
implementation of an enhanced experimentation field hosted in the company's neutral host smart infrastructures in
RDIT20191008001
vendor is sought to help build and experimental testorder to build a complete and innovative experimentation facility, in the context of a proposal to be submitted under a 5G
bed for next generation applications
PPP call of Horizon 2020.
An Italian SME, leader in road safety, crash test, and impact test, is looking for industrial and/or reserch partners to
submite a Fat Track Innovation (FTI) proposal. The project is an Internet of Thinghs (IOT) smart diagnostic sensors
integrated in a Cloud platform for Structural Health Monitoring of Bridge’s network. The goal is to provide a real time
bridge’s monitoring, through automatic alarm sensors, installed on all potentially hazardous parts of bridges, previously
identified.

RDIT20191205001

EUROSTARS: A German SME is seeking partners with A German diagnostic SME has developed a patented laser-based cell disruption technology for the anti-tumour immune
expertise in oncology, femto-second-laser technique,
therapy. The technology allows the extraction of the intra-cellular anti-gene structure of the tumour cells, which is
9
and medical software development to build a
chemically unchanged and enables an efficient stimulation of the immune response and vaccination. A project proposal
prototype of a patented laser-based cell disruption
shall be drafted for the next cut-off in February 2020. At least one SME and further partners are sought for research
technology for the anti-tumour immune therapy.
cooperation agreements.

RDDE20191007001

8

FTI - Structural health monitoring of bridges

10

An Italian company has developed an integrated system (software solution), that is easily customizable depending on type
and size of the client, for fire management and monitoring in real time, currently under development in SME instrument
Looking for partners for Fast Track to Innovation or
Phase I.
RDIT20191114001
collaborative projects in fire fighting
The Italian company is interested in finding partners with whom to develop case studies in real time conditions through
research and development agreements, by submitting proposals under Fast Track to Innovation scheme or collaborative
projects.

11

EUREKA - Intelligent Enterprise Manager software:
Looking for project partner to develop financial
software

12

DT-FOF-10-2020 Pilot lines for large-part highprecision manufacturing

The Institute of Laser and System Technologies of a Northern German university is coordinator of a proposal to DT-FOF10-2020 "Pilot lines for large-part high-precision manufacturing". To complete the consortium further industrial partners
RDDE20191126001
are sought: 1. End users of large-scale metal or hybrid parts (shipbuilding, large machine construction) 2. Companies with
expertise in work-holding devices, equipment calibration and post-processing/heat treatment.

13

Industrial partner sought for a joint doctorate /
advanced training in mechanistic electrochemical
studies, call H2020-MSCA-ITN-2020.

A consortium of European universities require industrial partners to participate in a European Joint Doctorate (call H2020MSCA-ITN-2020) in the field of electrochemistry. The cooperation will be based on the placement of highly trained PHd in
RDES20191118001
industries to study the fundamentals of mechanistic electrochemistry with the aim of developing novel electrocatalytic
materials and to testing them in real conditions.

14

The Entrepreneurship center is first the entrepreneurship center in Croatia that connects entrepreneurship with
innovative technologies in socially responsible and profitable projects.Intelligent Enterprise Manager is a financial
software for simple reporting, planning and analysis, software which doesn't only provide information but also helps in
decision making within all levels of the company. They are looking for another SME to help them to develop prototype
and test it in their country.

RDHR20191125001

A Chinese lab engaged in network information and artificial intelligence is looking for a technology partner from Finland
Chinese lab engaged in network information and
to initiate a jointly R&D project to test new technology, methods and models for IOT(Internet of Things) digital platform of TRCN20191011002
artificial intelligence looks for R&D partner in Finland
next-generation intelligent transportation system with focus on V2X(Vehicle to X) to support automated vehicles.

15

Chinese company engaged in smart transportation
industry looks for technology partner in Finland

A Korean company specializes in developing and
manufacturing Developer Recycle System and
16 Developer Control System is looking for suppliers for
module-type pumps with filter for the systems under
manufacturing agreement.

A Korean company specializes in developing and
manufacturing of Developer Recycle System is
17
looking for suppliers of UV absorption sensors for the
system.

A Chinese company engaged in the smart transportation industry is looking for a technology partner from Finland that
can further improve the performance of their smart transportation solutions and services through a technical cooperation TRCN20191012001
agreement.
A Korean company specializes in developing and manufacturing Developer Recycle System(DRS) and Developer Control
System(DCS) is looking for suppliers for module-type pumps with filters for the systems. Both the systems DRS and DCS
are on high demand especially in Display markets seeking cost-cutting process and wastes treatments. Manufacturing
agreement is considered, but other partnership types can also be furtherly discussed if needed.

TRKR20191022001

A Korean company specializes in developing and manufacturing of Developer Recycle System (DRS). It is looking for
suppliers of UV absorption sensors for the system under manufacturing agreement. The company expects to expand its
supply chain, and below are the specifications of its current use absorption spectrometer.
- Measurement Method: Beam & Filter
- Wavelength: 254-313nm
- Material: SS 316
- Output: DC4-20mA, RS232C
- Range: 0.005-3 Abs

TRKR20191023001

A Korean Company is looking for nanofiltration (NF)
A Korean manufacturer of Developer Recycling System (DRS) and Developer Control System (DCS) is looking for a partner
technology on Developer Recycling System (DRS) that
18
who has nanofilteration (NF) technology under manufacturing or service agreement to improve its existing DRS.
TRKR20191025001
removes photoresist (PR) from used developing
NF technology removes photoresist from used developing liquid.
liquid.

19

A Korean Company is looking for concentration
control technology on Developer Recycle System
(DRS) to measure the concentrations of
Tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH),
Carbonate (CO3) and Photoresist (PR) in real time

A Korean manufacturer of Developer Recycling System (DRS) and Developer Control System (DCS) is looking for a partner
who has concentration control technology under manufacturing or service agreement to improve its existing DRS.
TRKR20191025002
Concentration control system measures the three concentrations of Tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH),
Carbonate (CO3) and Photoresist (PR) in real-time which is formed after photoresist (PR) is dissolved by TMAH.

20

Austrian medical device manufacturer is looking for
materials / methods / automated process for
bonding of plastic parts

An Austrian company active in the diagnostic healthcare business wants to reduce production time of their products. This
should be done by improving the bonding step of the plastic housing parts. They are looking for alternatives to currently
TRAT20191018001
used silicone, new methods and/or an automated process. Partners from industry or academia are sought under
commercial agreement with technical assistance, license agreement, technical cooperation or research cooperation.

21

A UK-based small but growing company, active in the provision of international business services in the area of global
Development of new information transaction portal
major sporting events, seeks support to develop and launch a revolutionary information transaction portal for such major
needed for international sports business service
TRUK20191003001
events that will provide the Olympic and World Cup event organisers with the first-ever single interface to global
providers
suppliers, enabling the company and its supply partners to grow. A technical cooperation agreement is sought.

A Dutch company is looking for the joint development of new concepts for equipment lifting and transport in offshore
Cost effective equipment for lifting and transport of
wind farms in order to optimize safety, be more weather independable and save costs. The company is looking for a
22
low weight modules (<250 kg) in offshore wind farms collaboration with research and engineering partners and envisions a research or technical cooperation agreement. This
technology request is part of an open innovation challenge.

TRNL20191010002

Latvian horticulture vocational high school is looking
23 for technologies for diagnostics of plant diseases by
hyperspectral imaging

A horticulture vocational high school from Latvia is developing an autonomous robotic platform prototype with integrated
modules of cameras and sensors, equipment and software for plant growth monitoring. The high school is looking for
TRLV20191022001
partners with know-how in detection and diagnosis of plant diseases by using hyperspectral cameras. The school is
interested to enter into technical cooperation agreement.

24

Looking for producers of drones, including sensors
and software, for inspections of marine structures

A Swedish company in marine infrastructure solutions wants to use remote operated drones to render models to analyse
marine structure, detect failures and damages and contribute to life cycle maintenance. The company is looking for
producers of airborne and seaborne drones for inspections as well a sensors and software for inspections with drones.
TRSE20191024001
Cooperation would be within a manufacturing, licence or joint venture agreement. This request refers to an open
innovation challenge.

25

A Spanish company developing an industrial
innovative material is looking for providers of
cellulose moulding industrial equipment

A Spanish company is developing technologies to transform vegetable waste into biodegradable industrial materials that
may outplace plastic in some applications. They are looking for companies that can provide them with cellulose moulding
machinery and/or related technologies, which are relevant to their process, as they would like to build a low production, TRES20191111001
demonstrative plant. The company offers commercial agency agreements and joint venture agreements to potential
providers.

26

A leading Dutch mobility consultant is looking for
innovative ways to gather travelers experience on
neighborhood or street level, and to combine this
with objective traffic and transport quantities

The Dutch corporate delivers advice, services and software products related to mobility to a network of traffic engineers,
policy officers and road authorities. They want to use traveler experience to improve the performance of the mobility
system . They are searching for ideas, methods and techniques to create a so called ‘experience monitor mobility’. The TRNL20191016001
cooperation would be in the frame of a technical cooperation agreement. This technology request is part of an open
innovation challenge.

Italian SME leader in the x-ray and ultrasounds
Italian company founded in 1947 has developed a solid experience and competence in x-ray and ultrasound technology
technology sector is looking for partners with knowwith applications in the medical, industrial and security market.
27
how in the field of artificial intelligence aimed to
It is looking for a partner in the field of x-ray image post-processing, with a strong know-how in artificial intelligence
detect in automatic mode defects in mechanical parts development aimed to detect in automatic mode various types of defects (e.g. porosity, cracks) in mechanical parts (e.g.
under a technology cooperation agreement
aluminium casts, iron casts) under a technology cooperation agreement

TRIT20191121001

A German company and a research organization aim to develop an automatized pre-shredder recycling process for the
German enterprise seeks partner from the machine
automotive or machinery industry in order to secure nearly 100% closed loop recycling in particular with respect to rare
tool industry (e.g.robotics) to co-develop machinery
28
and valuable materials. The process requires data driven automatized dismantling and sorting machinery. The consortium TRDE20191001001
for automated disassembly and sorting in the
is looking for a manufacturer of machinery or an institute as research partner providing the technology of dismantling and
recycling process
sorting machinery.

29

Dutch leading global dredging and offshore contractor and maritime services provider is looking for partners to jointly
Cost effective broad band internet in wider coastal develop new communication concepts to improve data throughput overseas for lower costs. The cooperation would be in
TRNL20191015001
areas
the frame of a research or a technical cooperation agreement. This request refers to an innovation challenge published on
an open platform.

A Dutch beer brewer is looking for new ways to reduce the energy consumption of its global fleet of fridges (and
subsequently its carbon footprint).
Looking for innovative energy efficient and
They are looking for experience in product design, business process modelling, creative thinking, software development,
30 environmentally friendly ways to dispense cold beers
consumer intelligence and customer experience to develop new solutions within the frame of a technical cooperation
to consumers
agreement.
This request refers to an innovation challenge published on an open platform.

TRNL20191023001

The Dutch multinational specializes in built environment and sees a large role for low temperature heat networks in the
Dutch designer and consultant in built environment is
energy transition. Therefore they are looking for partners to realize a pilot with cooperation partners and municipalities
31
looking for partners in low temperature heat
with the opportunity for setting a standard in a test environment. A technical or research cooperation agreement is
networks to accelerate energy transition
proposed to form a consortium to develop technical concepts. This request refers to an open innovation platform.

TRNL20191024001

A Dutch company specialized in floating platforms for oil and gas production is investigating concepts to produce liquid
Dutch operator of offshore floating platforms is
synthetic fuels from hydrogen made of wind energy on vessels enabling safe transport of energy generated in remote
looking for ways to convert wind power into
32
areas at sea where power cables are not feasible. A technical or research cooperation agreement is proposed to develop TRNL20191023002
hydrogen and further into a liquid that can safely be
the technical concept and a service agreement to evaluate the business case. This request refers to an innovation
transported to the shore
challenge on an open platform.
A UK based company looking for partners to assist in A UK based company is looking for partners to assist in the development of several projects in the fintech, marketing and
the development of several projects in the Fintech, defense sectors. The company is interested in software development and IT consultancies in the finance/banking sectors
33
TRUK20191004001
marketing and defense sectors via a joint venture
or companies / research organisations in other sectors that can help develop and implement cloud-based architectures,
agreement or License agreement
through a joint venture agreement or license agreement.

34

Smart autopilot technology for vessels sought by
leading Dutch maritime company

A leading Dutch maritime solutions provider wants to deliver a smart autopilot enabling the navigator to supervise
instead of execute navigation. It is looking for technology to integrate surrounding sensor data combining this with route
data and sea traffic rules. Partners can be companies and research organizations. Aim: to implement a minimum viable TRNL20191017001
product as launching customer, within the framework of a technical cooperation agreement. This request refers to an
open innovation challenge.

German start-up seeks technical, design and
A young, ambitious and award-winning start-up company from Germany with the vision to build intelligent equipment for
consultancy expertise to build own test bench for
water networks is looking for partners with technical expertise and know how on building test benches for hydraulic
35
TRDE20190916001
hydraulic components/systems under manufacturing equipment. The company seeks design, consultancy and technical advisory services and expertise to build own test bench
agreement
under a manufacturing agreement.
An international group of companies with headquarters in Northern Germany is providing industrial solutions to
customers in oil and gas sector in Asia and Middle East. Sought are contacts to SMEs or research partners with technical
36 Technical solutions for carbon capture and utilization
solutions to convert carbon dioxide to a useful commodity. Solutions should minimum have been tested at lab scale,
closer to market is preferred. Cooperation is offered in form of technical cooperation agreements or commercial
agreements with technical assistance.

TRDE20191028002

Brussels based SME that developped a modular, low A Brussels SME has developed a light weight, autonomous type of housing with low environmental impact. The container
carbon, autonomous tiny housing box is looking for
style mobile housing unit is autonomous in terms of water and energy use and built with sustainable construction and
37 partners that can provide sustainable technologies to zero emission technologies. The SME looks for partners to improve the technologies (e.g. sustainable batteries, PV and TRBE20191009001
improve the energy management systems used in the
water purification system, home automation) applied in the housing box. The company is looking for technical and
housing boxes
commerial cooperation agreements.
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2. Informes Tecnológicos
‘Mapa del emprendimiento 2019’ (Spain Startup-South Summit)
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ssassetspro/docs/press/MAPA%20EMPRENDIMIENTO%202019%20-%20Presentaci%C3%B3n%20Rueda%20de%20prensa.pdf?
timestamp=1568212647
‘Let’s play! The European esports market’ (Deloitte Insights)
https://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/insights/industry/telecommunications/european-esports-market-growth-outlook.html?icid=dcom_promo_featured|global;en
‘The Impact of Spectrum Prices on Consumers’ (GSMA)
https://www.gsma.com/newsroom/press-release/gsma-report-shows-high-spectrum-prices-leave-millions-unconnected/
‘The State of Broadband: Broadband as a Foundation for Sustainable Development’ (UIT/UNESCO Broadband Commission for Sustainable Development)
https://www.itu.int/en/mediacentre/Pages/2019-PR16.aspx
‘The changing nature of work and skills in the digital age’ (Joint Research Centre, European Commission)
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/eur-scientific-and-technical-research-reports/changing-nature-work-and-skills-digital-age
Insurtech Global Outlook 2019 (everis y NTT Data)
https://www.everis.com/spain/es/news/newsroom/everis-y-ntt-data-presentan-el-estudio-insurtech-global-outlook-2019-en-el-ii-congreso
‘The Incumbent’s Advantage in the Internet of Things’ (BCG y BCG Henderson Institute)
https://www.bcg.com/publications/2019/incumbent-advantage-internet-of-things-iot.aspx
IMD World Digital Competitiveness Ranking 2019 (IMD)
https://www.imd.org/wcc/world-competitiveness-center-rankings/world-digital-competitiveness-rankings-2019/
‘El desafío de las vocaciones STEM. Por qué los jóvenes españoles descartan los estudios de ciencia y tecnología’ (DigitalES y EY)
https://www.digitales.es/nota-de-prensa/la-falta-de-orientacion-y-la-dificultad-academica-agravan-la-caida-de-matriculaciones-en-carreras-tecnicas/
‘Smarter Workspaces: Experience The Digital. Creando experiencias digitales en las organizaciones’ (Kyocera)
https://www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.es/es/smarter-workspaces/insights-hub/articles/informe-smarter-workspaces-experience-the-digital.html
Automation with intelligence. Reimagining the organization in the ‘Age of With’ (Deloitte Insights)
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/technology-and-the-future-of-work/intelligent-automation-technologies-strategies.html

‘Championing Data Protection and Privacy – a Source of Competitive Advantage in the Digital Century’ (Capgemini Research Institute)
https://www.capgemini.com/es-es/news/las-empresas-se-quedan-atras-en-el-cumplimiento-del-rgpd-tras-mas-de-un-ano-en-vigor-solo-el-28-afirma-que-lo-cumplen/
‘Delivering Consumer Value in Digital Times. Evolving landscapes in European telecommunications services’ (Assembly y ETNO)
https://etno.eu/news/all-news/650:consumer-study-2019.html
‘World Corporate Top R&D Investors: Shaping the future of technologies and of AI’ (Comisión Europea y OCDE)
http://www.oecd.org/innovation/world-corporate-top-rd-investors-shaping-future-of-technology-and-of-ai.pdf
‘Digital Opportunities for Better Agricultural Policies’ (OCDE)
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/agriculture-and-food/digital-opportunities-for-better-agricultural-policies_571a0812-en
‘Top 10 Government Technology Trends for 2019-2020’ (Gartner)
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2019-10-19-gartner-identifies-top-10-government-technology-trend
Informes de la Sociedad de la Información, las Telecomunicaciones y el Sector TIC y los Contenidos por CCAA. España. Edición 2019 (ONTSI)
https://www.ontsi.red.es/ontsi/es/estudios-e-informes/Informes%20Comunidades%20Aut%C3%B3nomas
‘Impresión 3D y Propiedad Industrial e Intelectual. Los retos no tecnológicos’ (Fundación Cotec)
https://cotec.es/proyecto/impresion-3d-y-propiedad-industrial-e-intelectual/
‘Full Value. Full Stop. How to scale innovation and achieve full value with Future Systems’ (Accenture)
https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/accentures-future-systems-research-reveals-companies-that-excel-at-scaling-technology-innovation-generate-double-the-revenuegrowth.htm
‘A Framework for Developing a National Artificial Intelligence Strategy’ (World Economic Forum)
https://www.weforum.org/whitepapers/a-framework-for-developing-a-national-artificial-intelligence-strategy
World InsurTech Report 2019 (Capgemini y Efma)
https://worldinsurtechreport.com/
‘5G for business: a 2030 market compass. Setting a direction for 5G-powered B2B opportunities’ (Ericsson)
https://www.ericsson.com/en/news/2019/10/ericsson-5g-for-business-a-2030-market-compass
‘La ciberseguridad en España. Retos y oportunidades para el sector público y privado’ (Google y The Cocktail Analysis)
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18TNjaDus-lrSl5gL5Wt-Z4DOsKXtQ46m/view
‘The Age of Collaboration II Startups + corporates = pain or gain?’ (Match-Maker Ventures y Arthur D. Little)
https://www.adlittle.com/en/age-collaboration-ii
The Global Competitiveness Report 2019: How to end a lost decade of productivity growth (World Economic Forum)
https://www.weforum.org/reports/how-to-end-a-decade-of-lost-productivity-growth

een.ec.europa.eu

4. Próximos Eventos
Title

Start Date

End Date

Country

City

Silicon Valley Funding Summit

05-ene-2020

06-ene-2020

USA

Las Vegas, NV

MATCHFEST at CES 2020

07-ene-2020

10-ene-2020

USA

Las Vegas, NV

B2B Matchmaking InfraTech 2020

14-ene-2020

15-ene-2020

Germany

Essen

GrandTech Match Up 2020

21-ene-2020

21-ene-2020

Sweden

Stockholm

NaviGate 2020 Matchmaking event

22-ene-2020

23-ene-2020

Finland

TURKU

Health Tech Hub (HTH) Styria - Pitch & Partner 2020

27-ene-2020

28-ene-2020

Austria

Graz

EU-Japan Nanotech Matchmaking Event in Miyagi 2020

28-ene-2020

28-ene-2020

Japan

Sendai

Biogaz Europe - Bois Energie - ReGen Europe: business meetings

29-ene-2020

30-ene-2020

France

Nantes

CERÁMICA INNOVA: 7th Technology and Business Networking Event

03-feb-2020

07-feb-2020

Spain

Valencia

International HORECA B2B meeting at SIRHA EXPO

05-feb-2020

05-feb-2020

Hungary

Budapest

I S3Food Matchmaking event- Digitalization of the Food sector: Go to the action!

18-feb-2020

19-feb-2020

Spain

Gijón (Asturias)

International matchmaking event on personalized medicine "Life-on-Chip"

20-feb-2020

21-feb-2020

Belgium

Leuven

Brokerage Event Mobile World Congress – ACUDIMOS Y CO-ORGANIZAMOS

25-feb-2020

27-feb-2020

Spain

Barcelona

Futurebuild Matchmaking 2020

04-mar-2020

04-mar-2020

United Kingdom

London

Business to Blue (B2Blue)

06-mar-2020

06-mar-2020

Italy

Ferrara

B2B Matchmaking at the Integrated Plant Engineering Conference 2020 (IPEC) on Cognitive
Engineering & Production
EEN Brokerage Event during HANNOVER MESSE 2020 "Technology & Business Cooperation Days"

10-mar-2020

11-mar-2020

Germany

Nuremberg

20-abr-2020

23-abr-2020

Germany

Hannover

International Business Matchmaking Event at Hannover Messe

20-abr-2020

24-abr-2020

Germany

Hanover

InMotion 2020 Smart Textiles International Conference and B2B Matchmaking

27-abr-2020

29-abr-2020

Germany

Weimar

Autonomous Vehicles Summit Matching

28-may-2020

29-may-2020

Slovakia

Bratislava

Si está interesado en participar en alguno de los eventos o en alguno de los perfiles de cooperación recogidos en las tablas anteriores,
puede contactar conmigo Jaime Durán (Agencia Andaluza del Conocimiento) en el 955 007 497 o por mail tic.aac@juntadeandalucia.es

